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ABSTRACT
Understanding of the relationship between amino acid sequence and three dimensional structure of protein is one of
the main objects of bioinformatics, if the relationship is known; it can be helpful for prediction of the protein
structure from its amino acid sequence. In this paper, you will learn the fundamentals of structures of proteins, and
we will discuss the basic tools and databases for protein visualization and classification. On the basis of such
reviews and discussions, you will be able to understand how to predict protein structure and function from its amino
acid sequence. The protein structure databases discussed in this paper are such as Protein Data Bank, NCBI
Structure Database (MMDB). The Protein structure visualization databases and tools discussed here are such as
Cn3-D, Chemscape Chine, Rasmol and Protein Explorer, SWISS PDB Viewer, Mage and Kinemages, and PDBsum.
The protein structure alignment discussed are such as VAST and DALI Server. The Domain Architecture databases
discussed here are CDD, CDART. Discussed tools for plotting protein-ligand interaction is Ligplot and the protein
classification approaches are SCOP and CATH.
Keywords: Bioinformatics Tools, Protein Prediction, Protein Visualization, Protein Classification, Protein Function.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Protein Structure Overview
Proteins are biomolecules made up chains of 20 different
amino acid residues.For proper performance of
particular biochemical function, a certain number of
amino acid residues are essential and appearance of
lower limit for a functional domain size is around 40-50residues. The range for size of the protein is from this
lower limit to several hundred residues in multifunctional proteins. Proteins normally consist of
thousands of atoms arranged in a 3-dimentional structure
that is specific for each type of protein. While a protein
is formed,it folds itself into a complicated 3-dimentional
shape. Each protein consist of one folded shape, and
regularly folds into it, normally in less than one
second.That complex folded shape directs how the
protein functions and also how it performs its interaction
with others molecules. For making up of each protein, a
gene in the DNA of living cells should code the
particular sequence of amino acid. Synthesis of protein
is not done without its mRNA being present but

persistence of a protein is possible in the cell when its
mRNA is no longer present. However the abundance of
mRNA may be present but there is no message
translation into protein unless genetically required.
There is thus no proper correlation between protein and
its mRNA in a living cell at any given time. Protein
synthesis is a very complex process. Ribosomes
employed as protein factories, RNA forms bridge in
ribosomes and work as support structures as well as
protein forming machinery.
There are four level of organization during protein
structure analysis: primary structure is the chain of
amino acid sequence of the protein. Every protein owns
a unique amino acid sequence. Secondary
structure :spatial arrangement of protein framework
without its side chain conformation. Tertiary structure is
three dimentional structre of entire protein. Quaternary
structure refers to 3-D structures of proteins that consist
of two or more polypeptide chains, referred as sub-units.
In primary structure of protein, the sequence is held
together by covalent peptide bond, in 3-D structure of
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protein, the structure held together by variety of bonds
such as: ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds, covalent bonds
and hydrophobic interactions. Proteins and their
structures are made up of polypeptides and
domains(motifs). A short conserved region in a protein
is called as motif and domain refers to a distinct portion
of a protein estimate to fold independently of the rest of
the protein and has its own function.
In primary structure of proteins, amino acids are linked
together via the peptide bonds that are made up of the
reaction of alpha –carboxyl group of one amino acid
with alpha –amino group of another amino acid. For
characterization of a protein its unique amino acid is an
important part. For obtaining information about primary
structure of protein we can use PROWL. This site will
provide you with information about amino acid
properties, their allowed bond geometry, probability for
being interior residue versus exterior residues and which
amino acid substitution are likely to maintain function
and structure. This site also gives other information
required for prediction of protein structure and function
based on primary structure.
In secondary structure variety of structural elements are
present such as alpha-helix, Beta sheet and random coil.
In addition loops and turns, folds and motifs are present.
Each of these structures can be predicted using different
software which will be discussed in the next step.
In Tertiary structure, the arrangement of the polypeptide
in 3-D far from its linear sequence is represented. This
arrangement is as result of interactions between Rgroups via van der waals, hydrogen and hydrophobic,
ionic bonding. Motifs and domains are appeared in this
structure level. Some examples are: Hairpin Betamotif,Greek Key motif, Beta-alpha-beta motif.
Domains also appear in tertiary structure level.
Polypeptide chains are more than 200 amino acid in
length and fold into two or more compact globular
cluster are known as domain. usually there are three
types of domains: alpha domain, Beta domain and
alpha/Beta domains.In quaternary structure, those
proteins with more than one polypeptide chains are
considered like haemoglobin.

Classification of protein based on structure: There are
four types for classification of protein based on the
structure such as type 1: alpha (Predominantly or core,
exclusively alpha helices) example: Bundle and nonbundle, Beta(predominantly or core, primarily beta
strand) example: Roll Barrel,Sandwich, single sheet,
Alpha/Beta (Predominantly alternating Alpha-helix and
beta-stand) example :Beta Alpha Beta motif, Alpha and
Beta (Alpha helices and beta strand regions as separate
grouping) example : Anti –parallel Beta sheet.[1-6].

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
A. Protein structure Databases
Protein Data Bank (PDB) : PDB is a very large universal
storage place of processing and distribution of 3dimensional structure data of macromolecules. the
information in PDB derived from variety tools and
experiments like NMR, X-ray crystallography,
microscopy, cryoelectron and theoretical modeling,.
Accommodations of the database for users are access to
structural data, providing methods for visualizing the
structure and downloading structural information.[7]
NCBI Structure Database (MMDB): It includes database
of 3D structure of biomolecules which experimentally
determined.Most of these data derived from X-ray
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy. The database
provide biologists with a broad information on
biological functions of proteins, on mechanisms related
to their functions and on relationship between
biomolecules and their evolutionary history.Additionally
this database provide biologists with comparative
analysis of 3D structure of proteins. NCBI also called as
MMDB (molecular modeling database) and includes 3D
structure of macromolecules and visualization tools for
comparative analysis of proteins.[8]
Database and tools for protein structure visualization:
Cn3-D : "see in 3-D" is a viewer of structural sequence
alignment for MMDB database. It facilitates viewing of
3-Dstructure and alignment of sequence –structure of
structure-structure. It serves as a helper application for
the browser. Files can be downloaded to the pc and the
application can be launched.[9]
SWISS PDB Viewer:
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It facilitates and network for analysis of several proteins
simultaneously. The proteins lay over each other in
order to analyze structural alignment and provide
comparison of their active sites, their amino acid
mutations angles, distances and H bonds between their
atoms. This viewer is joined to Swiss-Model server. [10]
Chemscape Chime, Rasmol and protein explorer:
This tool is one of the usual tools for visualization of
protein structure.It can read molecular structure files
from PDB. Chemscape chime serves as a plug in to
permit structure visualization with browser. Protein
explorer serves as a plug in to permit viewing of protein
structure with our browser. Both of these application
namely Chemscape chime and protein explorer are
primary derivation of Rasmol.[11]
Mage and Kinemages:
It is another tool for protein structure visualization. It is
able for rotation of entire image in real time, displaying
of parts by turning off and on them, selection of points
for their identification and animation of change between
different forms.[6]
PDBsum :
It is a database that facilitates a large illustrated graphic
summary of the main information on each biomolecular
structure from the protein data bank. It consists of
images of structure, detailed structural analysis derived
from PROMOTIF program, schematic graphs of
interactions, summary PROCHEK results [12]
Protein structure alignment tools:
VAST (vector alignment sequence tool): it is a tool
produced by NCBI and provides identification of similar
proteins with 3D structure. So it is structure similarity
and search service. [13].
DALI : It is an computational protein structure
alignment tool used for comparison of protein structure
in 3D.[14]
B: Domain architecture Database:
Conserved Domain Database :(CDD) : is a database
contain sequence alignment and profiles, showing

protein domain conserved during molecular evolution
course.[15]
CDART: (Conserved Domain Architecture Retrieval
Tool) used for searching protein having similar domain
architectures.[16]
C. Bioinformatics tools for plotting protein –ligand
interactions:
Ligplot : It is used to find out interaction between
protein and ligand also hydrogen and hydrophobic
contacts can be represented in this tool.[17].
D. Approaches for classification of proteins:
Classification of proteins b several databases usually is
on the basis of their structural similarities. Both
structural and evolutionary relationship is factors of their
classification. In hierarchy of proteins several levels
exist but the main level considered are such as Family,
superfamily and fold
Family: In this level proteins are grouped together into
family having clear and known evolutional relatedness
so called as clear evolutionarily relationship level.
Superfamily: In this level proteins are with low sequence
identities but their structural and functional characters
suggest a common evolutionary origin so the level called
as probable common evolutionary origin. This proteins
positioned in superfamily level.
Fold: In this level the proteins are not having
evolutionary origin but structural similarities derived
from physics and chemistry of proteins facilitating
certain chain topologies and packing arrangements. So
this level also called as major structural similarity level.
SCOP: It is a database for structural classification of
proteins. It provides comprehensive classification of
structural and evolutionary relationships between those
proteins with known structures.[18].
CATH: (Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous
superfamily): This database facilitates a hierarchical
classification for domain structures of proteins, which
cause clustering of proteins at four different levels: C, A,
T, H means Class, Architecture, Topology and
Homologous superfamily, respectively.[19].
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Understanding and analysis of proteins structure and
function is one of most important goal of bioinformatics
as proteins are important key in biological science
research and they are directly and indirectly related to
development of diseases, evolution. Mutations and drug
discovery. Knowing their structure and function as well
as structure-function relationship are very important and
helpful to biologists as experimental tools and
technologies are not fully support research studies on
proteins and their role in disease and other issues like
evolution, mutation an drug discovery, investigators help
bioinformatics tools for solving and u deep
understanding of the biological problems.
Experimental technologies possess disadvantages of
time and cost so bioinformatics tools as an alternative
method support biologists to process their research
studies for prediction of protein structures and their
functions.
For example research studies on many proteins like
CDKs, Aquaporins, Ion channels, G -protein coupled
receptors, Biomarkers and so on for drug discovery,
cancer treatment, classification of cancer and so on
depend on prediction of structure or structure-function
relationship of such biomolecules so for such new and
emerging research studies these bioinformatics tools as
accessory or alternative tools are very helpful. These
tools in combination of many other bioinformatics tools
can extent scope of research studies in many aspects for
example tools for gene finding, biological pathways,
SNP detection, bioinformatics tool of microarray
technology and biotechnology tools. [20-29].

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the fundamentals of different structures of
protein discussed as basic information. Protein
visualization and classification tools help biologists to
predict protein structure from its amino acid sequence.
So for conducting the projects related to prediction of
protein structure or understanding protein function
structure, bioinformatics tools can be used in order to
provide precise, fast, low cost results. This paper helps
biologists to understand and learn basic information of

protein structure and bioinformatics tools for
identification, classification and visualization of proteins.
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